How are
Nursery
children
like?

It is important to know your child well. This
helps you understand and relate to him / her
better.
It also enables you to support his / her
learning in the best way he / she can learn.

eager to learn. Learning is enhanced by
interaction and cooperation with others, which
includes adults as well as children. Through
interactions, organised activities and purposeful
play in the Nursery programme, children explore
and experiment with their environment to add
to their knowledge, learn new skills and practise
the familiar ones.
Young children grow in many ways.

AND THEY GROW FAST!

Nursery children are naturally curious and

They learn new things every day.

They learn how to be with other people.

They learn how to think.

They learn how to express their ideas.

They learn how to express their feelings.

Parents are their children’s first and most important teachers and play a central role in the lives of their
children. When children begin Nursery, parents and teachers form a partnership to support their learning at
home and school. In Nursery, the values and beliefs of home are acknowledged and the cultural diversity of
families is recognised. Parents also benefit from being involved in their children’s education by getting ideas
from the school on how to help and support their children, and by learning more about the school’s academic
programme and how it works.
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What does
your child
learn in
Nursery?

Each grade has a syllabus. This is what students learn in each subject area. Teachers use the curriculum to help your child learn.

LANGUAGE
LISTENING AND SPEAKING SKILLS
Listens attentively and responds
appropriately
Follows simple instructions
Identifies and tells phonetic sounds
of letters individually and in words
Starts to speak in complete sentences
(English)
Speaks clearly
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Shares experiences/rhyme/
stories/needs
Sings rhymes and songs with actions
Uses new vocabulary during
conversations
Takes turns while speaking
Talks about various objects in his/her
language
Knows that various objects can have
multiple names

READING SKILLS

WRITING SKILLS

Identifies and reads letters

Writes lower-case letters with correct

(lower case and capital)

formation

Holds a book, turns pages and
takes care of books

Draws pictures to represent thoughts
and ideas

Demonstrates book directionality—
left to right, top to bottom
Describes illustrations and predicts

Tries to write simple words using
symbol-sound relationship

what happens next
Asks questions and responds to questions
about the text read aloud
Tells main events in the story/rhyme
Makes connections to own experiences
Decodes words using various strategies such
as letter-sound correspondence, sight
vocabulary and so on
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Mathematics
Mathematics is a hierarchical and abstract subject.
Concepts and skills are developed using the previous
knowledge and experiences of children. A lot of activities
are planned to give a concrete experience
to children. Each preceding concept feeds
into the next. The curriculum offers an amalgamation of
skills and concepts so
that children apply them across all units.
The skills visible in the curriculum are problem solving,
representation, communication, connection, reasoning
and estimation.
Concepts covered in Nursery curriculum are:

PRE-NUMBER CONCEPTS

NUMBER
Numbers till 20: Quantification and

Matching

writing
Pairing
Order in numbers: Before, after and
in between

Sorting

One-to-one correspondence

Seriation
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Oral counting till 100

MEASUREMENT
Length

PAT T E R N
Identifying patterns

• Big and small
• Long and short

Copying patterns

Width
• Thick and thin

Weight
• Heavy and light

S H A P E S A N D S PAT I A L
U N D E R S TA N D I N G
Near and far

Capacity
• More and less water

Up and down

Time

Inside and outside

• Day and night
• Structure of day

2-D shapes: Triangle, rectangle,

• Today, tomorrow and yesterday

square and circle

DATA C O L L E C T I O N
Counting objects and pictures
to collect data

Recording data
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PROJECT Based Learning (PBL)
Project Based Learning (PBL) uses projects, which integrate concepts and
skills from various subjects and domains of development. These projects
make learning relevant and useful for children. They help them in establishing
connections with the world around them. They emerge from children’s
immediate surroundings and are organised considering their cognitive
development and social needs. Projects included in this grade are:

MYSELF
SUMMER AND RAINY SEASONS
OUT ON ROAD
IT’S COLD

How do teachers
assess students’ work?
Teachers assess students’
work in the following ways:
They talk to your child.
They watch your child at play
and during various activities.
They check and give feedback
on written work (classwork,
homework and revision tasks).
They look for changes in your
child’s behaviour.
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WHAT CAN YOU DO TO HELP
YOUR CHILD LEARN BETTER?

CONNECT TO THEIR WORLD
Take initiative to learn about what your
child is currently learning at the school.
Spend time befriending your child, and
become part of his/her world. It is not
enough to know what the child is doing
at school. As a parent, you need to know
what the child thinks and feels about
the experiences he/she is going through
in the school.
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TA L K W I T H T H E M
Talking with children about their
experiences motivates them to learn!
Here are some questions that you
could use:

How was your day at the school?
Was there anything new and interesting in the school today?
What did you learn today?
Can you teach that to me?

BE A RESOURCE
Students conduct
first-hand research,
may need to make
observations when going
on a family vacation, or
‘interview’ you or others
on a certain topic. Act as
a resource ONLY when
your child needs one.
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TRUST THE TEACHING
We are continuously
learning from various
new researches and
practices from around
the world so that the
school can give your
child the very best
of learning environment.
We are there for you all
the time. Just remember
that our goals, yours
and the school’s, are
the same—to nurture
the genius in your child.

BE IN TOUCH WITH WHAT IS HAPPENING IN SCHOOL
Attend all parent-teacher interaction meetings. These include PBL culminations
in every term, term-end student report meetings, class-wise parent meetings, etc.
Read every circular and diary note that is given to your child.
Keep checking the school website for any updated information or to download worksheets and practice
assignments for your child after the unit has been taught. Use the unique ID given to your child for the
parental access to the website resources.
There may be an ambiguity at times
about what your child is doing in
the school. Don’t panic.
Call up the class teacher
and seek clarity.
In case of queries or concerns,
contact the class teacher and
share your concerns.
If it’s still unresolved, email at
the school's official email ID.
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annual learning
progression

NUR

Term-1
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Term-1

APRIL-MAY
M AT H S

ENGLISH
Listening and Pattern: Riya’s grandmother and the
naughty kitten. Riya comes to the Park. Riya and her
grandmother at home Jim and Ben
Cluster 1 – t: Picture description Rhyme recitation
Colouring pictures for the letter ‘t’
Recognise and name letter ‘t/T’
Recalls words with target letter
Write letter ‘t’

HINDI
Vanjyvan u o c : Recognition of the letters. Colouring
in the pictures Find and encircle the correct
formation of letter Match the letter with correct
picture. Match the picture with correct letter. Draw
pictures acc. to the letter
Vanjyvan o c : Recognition of the letters. Colouring
in the pictures Find and encircle the correct
formation of letter Match the letter with correct
picture. Match the picture with correct letter.
Draw pictures acc. to the letter
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Pre Number Concepts Big and small:
Identifying and comparing big and small
objects Using vocabulary: Big and small
Matching and Pairing: Matching the same
things Paring things that are used together
Pre Number Concepts
Sorting :Sorting objects in groups using
one attribute One to One Correspondence:
Correlating objects
Number 1: Quantifying , recognizing and
writing number 1 Shapes Spatial skills
Near and far: Identifying objects that are
near and far Using vocabulary: Near and
far

PBL
Recap of Previous Knowledge
Myself Introduction My name My toys
Myself Introduction
My friends
My likes and dislikes
Colours

Term-1

JULY

M AT H S
Pre Number Concepts Seriation: Ordering
objects based on their sizes
Number 1, 2, 3, 4: Quantifying , recognizing and
writing number 1, 2, 3, 4 Shapes Spatial skills
Up and down: Identifying objects that are up
and down Using vocabulary: up and down
Shapes: Exploring and using different shapes to
make figures Sorting similar shapes Identifying
a rectangle, square, circle, and triangle.

HINDI

ENGLISH
Cluster 1 – a, p, n, i: Picture description
Rhyme recitation Colouring pictures for the
letter ‘a, p,n, i’ Recognise and name letter ‘a/
A, p/P, n/N, i/I Recalls words with target
letter .Write letter ‘a, p, n, i’

Vanjyvan d i "k Q Recognition of the letters.
Colouring in the pictures Find and encircle th e
correct formation of letter Match the letter with
correct picture. Match the picture with correct
letter. Draw pictures acc. to the letter

PBL
Myself My Body Taking care of myself
Summer and Rainy Seasons
Summer vacations, Characteristics of
summer season
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Term-1

AUGUST
M AT H S

ENGLISH
Cluster 1 – s Cluster -2 c, r: Picture description Rhyme
recitation Colouring pictures for the letter ‘s, c, r’
Recognise and name letter ‘s/S, c/C, r/R’
Recalls words with target letter
Write letter ‘s, c, r’
Cluster 1 – End story
Reading of story using all the letters learnt

HINDI
Vanjyvan V < n B: Recognition of the letters.
Colouring in the pictures Find and encircle the correct
formation of letter Match the letter with correct picture.
Match the picture with correct letter. Draw pictures acc.
to the letter
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Number 5, 6: Quantifying ,
recognizing and writing number
5 Order in Numbers:
Ordering numbers till 5, 6
Revising numbers from 1 to 5
Shapes Spatial skills
Inside and Outside: Identifying
objects that are inside and
outside Using vocabulary:
Inside and outside

PBL
Summer and Rainy Seasons
Things associated with summer
season Summer clothes
Characteristics of rainy season

Term-1

SEPTEMBER

ENGLISH
Cluster 2 – h, e, m, d, k Picture description
Rhyme recitation Colouring pictures for the letter
‘h, e, m, d, k’ Recognise and name letter ‘h/H, e/E,
m/M, d/D, k/K’ Recalls words with target letter
Write letter ‘h, e, m, d, k’
Cluster 2 – End story
Reading of story using all the letters learnt.

M AT H S
Shapes Spatial skills Pattern Copying simple
pattern in colour Recognising simple pattern
Extending simple patterns in colour.
Number 7, 8: Quantifying , recognizing and
writing number 7, 8

HINDI
Vanjyvan r y N ?k : Recognition of the letters.
Colouring in the pictures Find and encircle the
correct formation of letter Match the letter with
correct picture. Match the picture with correct
letter. Draw pictures acc. to the letter
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PBL
Summer and Rainy Seasons Things associated
with rainy season

